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The purpose of this study was to validate and 
expand the Data Curation Profiles (DCP) to 
digital biocollections and inform a DCP 
framework for worldwide biota. 

Scope of Overall Study 

bio what? 



   

Biocollections 101 

!  Introducing Joseph Grinnell, Darwinian Naturalist 
!  1908: Museum of Vertebrate Zoology established 
– Scientists collect, label, and preserve specimens with field 

notes, field maps, and (at time) photographs 
!  Through systematized processing, enabled creation 

of institutional collections allowing study beyond the 
life-time (or life cycle, in DC speak)  of individuals or 
teams of scientists  

!  Collections housed at universities (e.g., natural 
history museums), federal collections, discipline-
specific collections (e.g., herbaria), private 
collections, and zoos. 
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Much transformation in these 
biocollections since 1908, including genes…  
!  Genetics … the most naturally standardized metadata.  
!  Nucleotide sequences with specimen DNA assist with 

assigning species, but also variation within species.  
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… and challenges of “locality” 

!  Georeferencing (e.g., assigning geographic 
coordinates) is the locality data of specimens at the 
point of collection. 
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!  Many legacy datasets, 
some new specimens, 
and fossils with locality 
shifting with continents 
over time, present 
challenges for curators  
of global biocollections 
ascribing accurate 
locality.  
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quick and dirty Google search 

… and, well this.  



   

Consumers and Designated Communities 

!  The many potential users of biota include decision-
makers and industry professionals related to 
agriculture, food security, public health, genomics, 
bioprospecting, ecotourism, mining, forestry, and 
several educational users from elementary through 
graduate education. 
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essentially,everyone (?) 



   

https://www.idigbio.org/ 
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Method 

!  The DCP Toolkit (2010) includes a detailed data 
interview schedule, allowing data curators and 
managers to acquire an in-depth understanding the 
particular data curation needs of producers and 
their intended designated communities of end-users 
(http://datacurationprofiles.org/). 

!  Shifting focus from producers to managers 
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Readiness? 

!  Data curation readiness 
can be reflected, in part, 
by data managers’ extent 
of understanding the 
“data story”   
– … even if (and really, for 

our participants, when) 
they are one or more 
degrees removed from the 
data collection. 
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DCP Interview Schedule 

!  Description of the data 
– How many; How big? What format? 
– How is it organized? File name conventions? Metadata? 

!  Data Flow & Use 
– How was data acquired/collected?  
–  Software used/software “dependent” for access & use?  
– How was locality determined? Place/time?  
– Access? 

!  Storage 
!  Intellectual property 
–  Intellectual property rights and other legal/regulatory issues? 

!  Intended audience 
– Known and unknown current and future users? 
– Authorization and access controls?  
– Use scenarios (and re-use opportunities)? 
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Participants 
!  Snowball sampling  
– 33 known biocollection managers 

across the 15 Thematic Collection 
Networks (TCNs) collaborators 
affiliated with iDigBio (e.g., Fossil 
Insects). 

!  10 interviews conducted 
– Qualitative, semi-structured approach. 

!  Interview schedule followed DCP 
protocol 
–   Also included demographic questions.  

!  Interviews transcribed and analyzed 
in NVivo.  
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Findings 

•  Hmmm … I hadn’t thought of that 
•  Uhhh … I can’t possibly answer that 
•  Shared purposes, supporting storage, 

access, use and exchanged 
•  Range of perceptions perceived 

stakeholders. Including: 
•  Data users 
•  Policy makers (e.g., gov’l; organizational) 
•  Educators/students 
•  Other interested parties 

•  … But less certainty concerning 
stakeholders’ information needs 

•  Prioritizing long term preservation, 
and critical factors impacting it (e.g., 
intellectual property rights) 
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As Expected, Biocollections Data Diverse 

!  …collection size is a “bit of a moving target” 
!  44 million specimen records ingested in the iDigBio 

database 
!  Quantities & file sizes 
!  JPGs, high-resolution TIFFs,  
    CR2s, NEFs, and 3D scans 
!  Excel, SQL, PostgreSQL, PostGIS 
!  Darwin Core 
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Dependency on Variety  
of Tools/Applications 
!  Collection and generation 
– FMIS, Specify, Symbiota, & 

custom tools 
!  Locality 
– GPS, GeoLOCATE, FishNet2 

!  Utilization  
– Microsoft Access, Excel, R, 

ESRI, ArcGIS, QGIS, DIVA-
GSI, PostGIS 
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Participant Demographics 

!  Diversity of job titles 
–  E.g., IT Expert, Workflow Coordinator, Post-Doc, Collections Manger, 

Curator, etc. 
!  Majority with education background in biology 
!  Average of 20 years experience with biocollections 
–  Though range of a few months to 20 years at current work setting 

!  Recent shift to computer interface 
!  Skill development on the job and through continuing education/

networking opportunities 
– E.g., R, GIS, SQL, Java, Python 
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NEEDS/NEXT STEPS 

(re)Defining “Readiness” for 
biocollections 
 
Consumer user/re-use scenarios; 
Value-added services 
 
Revise to include questions specific to 
biocollections; 
Guidance materials for biocollections 
managers; 
 

Extend to other areas 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Data Curation Readiness Varied 

Data Story incomplete 
 
 

Hmmm and Uhhhh 
(DCP Questions) 

 
 

Diversity of Biocollections 



   

Thank You 

Comments or 
Questions? 
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